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Abstract
Interactive systems supporting gesture tracking and whole-body interactions are becoming
increasingly popular. However, the development and evaluation of such systems remains
challenging due to insufficient tool support.
This thesis presents Kinect Analysis — an extensible user-interaction recording and analysis
system based on Kinect. The implemented prototype facilitates recording, visualization and
analysis of user interactions based on skeletal, audio and video data. Kinect Analysis features
a timeline-based approach to manually and automatically annotate recording sequences. Analysis tools include traces, heatmaps and a scripting language to query recordings.
In a three-step evaluation, we investigated the capabilities of Kinect Analysis to support user
studies. Results suggest that Kinect Analysis simplifies the evaluation of interactive gestureand/or speech-based systems. Moreover, a set of guidelines is introduced that complements
the features of Kinect Analysis for conducting user studies based on Kinect or similar devices.
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Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Novel technologies for gesture tracking and whole-body interactions (e.g. Kinect1 or Leap
Motion2 ) are becoming increasingly common. However, the development and evaluation of
systems supporting proxemic interactions remains a challenge. Proxemic interaction relates
the concepts of position, identity, movement and orientation of nearby people and devices,
forming the basis of an interesting thread of research with various design considerations and
toolkits [2], [16]. New engineering methods and tools are required to incorporate proxemic
interactions into systems design; for example, DejaVu [14] aims to simplify the development
of camera-based interactive systems. Another example is Proximity Toolkit [16], a project
focusing on the exploration of interaction techniques by supplying fine-grained proxemic
information between people, portable devices and other objects in a room-sized environment.
However, there is currently insufficient tool support for designing and conducting user experiments involving Kinect or similar devices. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there
exists no suitable tool for recording and analyzing proxemic interactions based on Kinect.
In [19], Nebeling et al. present their ongoing work towards a cross-device development platform supporting pre-configured physical spaces as well as ad-hoc, dynamic “walk-up and
share” mobile scenarios. In a first step, they have developed a simple concept for cross-device
session management that we now want to extend to enable both the design and evaluation of
multimodal interfaces.
This thesis presents novel interaction tracking and analysis tools that, not only support development and evaluation in physical space, but could also incorporate multi-device scenarios,
and is therefore meant to complement the work by Nebeling et al. [19]. We introduce Kinect
Analysis — a user-interaction recording and analysis system based on Kinect. An extensible
prototype has been developed that might also serve as a research platform for future invest1
2

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
https://www.leapmotion.com/
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igations. Additionally, three application scenarios have been identified for Kinect Analysis:
elicitation studies, Kinect studies and lab-based usability studies involving multiple devices
and/or users. Thus, this thesis will not only explore how to track and visualize user interactions with Kinect, but also how studies could be supported based on a set of new recording,
analysis and visualization tools.

1.2

Goals

Our system aims at providing a straight-forward and partially automated way to record, replay
and analyze spatial user interactions. In addition, the proposed prototype should provide tool
support for different types of user studies. Therefore, the goals of this thesis are as follows:
• Develop suitable data tracking and exploration techniques
In a first step, we identified suitable types of data that should be tracked using Kinect
to be able to reliably recognize user interactions. In a second step, we developed techniques to visualize the collected data and tools for analyzing and comparing recordings.
• Develop a working prototype
The prototype incorporates the previously developed data tracking and exploration
techniques and provides tools for recording and analyzing user interactions. Moreover,
it provides support for the design and development of systems supporting proxemic
interactions and for conducting user experiments that involve proxemic interactions
including the following types of user studies: elicitation studies (e.g. Web on the
Wall [18]), Kinect studies (e.g. the previous work by Hartmann et al. [9] on d.tools
and physical prototyping) and lab-based usability studies involving multiple devices
and/or users.
• Evaluate the proposed prototype
We conducted a technical evaluation and demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed
prototype on the basis of a user study designed to compare and assess differences
between traditional evaluation methods such as video analysis and Kinect Analysis.

1.3

Contributions

The Kinect Analysis prototype includes a timeline-based annotation tool to analyze and compare user interaction recordings with different analysis techniques. It also provides other
tools: one to record whole-body gestures and speech for later playback during analysis; another to quickly create and run new analysis configurations. Thus our work offers the following contributions:
1. User Interaction Visualization Techniques
We developed a set of visualization techniques for whole-body user interactions. These
include, among others, selective-joints, traces and heatmaps. Selective-joints denotes
a visualization technique that allows to selectively choose the joints that are displayed
independent from what was actually recorded.
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2. KinectScript
We introduced KinectScript, an extensible language to query Kinect user-interaction
recordings.
3. Kinect Analysis Evaluation Methods
Based on these innovations, we developed a set of Kinect Analysis evaluation methods
that enable real-time analysis during recording or playback as well as post-hoc analysis
that can also be automated and carried out in the background.
4. User Study Support
We showed the usefulness of Kinect Analysis with respect to user studies. The Kinect
Browser study [13] served as an example to demonstrate the capabilities of our prototype. In general, Kinect Analysis could support any user experiment that involves
proxemic interactions.
5. Extensible Prototype
We implemented Kinect Analysis, a prototype that could be extended on several levels.
In particular, the following components of Kinect Analysis are extensible:
• Annotation tools — Kinect Analysis could be extended by implementing different log file visualization tools.
• Analysis tools — KinectScript is designed such that script extensions could be
easily added.
• Visualization tools — Different visualizations similar to CrowdScape [20] could
be implemented.
6. User Study Guidelines
Finally, a set of guidelines for conducting Kinect Analysis studies was developed. The
guidelines are meant to provide assistance when designing and evaluating user studies
on the basis of Kinect Analysis.

1.4

Thesis Overview

A general context of this thesis is given in Chapter 2 by presenting the background of this
project and reviewing related work. Next, in Chapter 3, we introduce Kinect Analysis — the
proposed system for recording and analyzing user interactions. We first demonstrate the prototypes’ features and functionalities by means of a system walk-through and then explain the
concepts behind Kinect Analysis. Implementation details are explained in Chapter 4, where
we outline the architecture and list the used technologies. Chapter 5 describes the conducted evaluation of the Kinect Analysis prototype. In a first step, selected features of Kinect
Analysis are evaluated. In a second step, Kinect Analysis is compared to conventional video
analysis. Lastly, in a third step, a conceptual evaluation of Kinect Analysis is presented.
Chapter 6 provides a set of guidelines for conducting user studies with Kinect Analysis. Finally, we present a conclusion of the insights gained through the development and evaluation
of Kinect Analysis and point out limitations and interesting future work in Chapter 7.

4

1.4. THESIS OVERVIEW
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Background

Kinect Analysis aims at simplifying the development and evaluation of systems supporting proxemic interactions. In particular, Kinect Analysis supports user studies by providing
means to record and analyze whole-body gesture and speech input with Kinect. Therefore,
this project is related to a variety of existing research that has been focusing on analyzing
and visualizing user interactions as well as supporting the development and evaluation of
interactive systems.
This chapter gives background information about the specifics of gesture and speech input
and the concepts of user interaction analysis and visualization. We will also cover the development and evaluation of interactive systems using Kinect. We provide a structured overview
of related solutions and devise requirements for Kinect Analysis.
In a first step, we introduce gesture and speech as input modalities and illustrate the benefits
of whole-body gestures in the context of interactive systems. In a second step, we present
related work in the area of analyzing user interactions. We propose three applications of
Kinect Analysis and extract requirements for our tool support based on the mentioned papers.
In a third step, we discuss related work in the area of visualizing user interactions and devise
requirements for the visualization capabilities of Kinect Analysis. The next section covers
related projects and toolkits supporting the development of user interactions. Finally, we
provide some general background information on the Microsoft Kinect sensor and outline its
motion and sound capturing capabilities. The last section contributes to a better understanding
of the features and limitations of Kinect Analysis.

2.1

Body as Input

Gesture and speech as alternative input methods to keyboard and mouse provide a more natural way to interact with systems. Due to the increased popularity of smart phones and tablets,
touch input as an interaction modality is omnipresent. Touch input is a form of gesture input
since gestures are performed using fingers or even the entire hand. In this thesis, however,
5
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we mainly focus on contact-free gestures and whole-body interactions, where the user’s body
becomes the controller and no additional input device is required. Initially popularized as an
input method for controlling video games, whole-body interactions can nowadays be found
in a variety of application areas.
Gallo et al. [8] present a system providing controller-free exploration of medical image data.
The system’s user interface maps all the interaction commands to gestures, which can be
executed at a distance from the display without touching it. Therefore, the system is also
suitable for use in operating rooms, where non-sterilizable devices cannot be used.
Another example is Kinoogle [3], a Kinect interface for natural interaction with Google Earth.
The system allows users to control Google Earth through a series of hand and full-body
gestures. Gesture movements are used to pan, zoom, rotate and tilt map views.
The conventional desktop computing paradigm has homogenized the physical performance
of work: with a keyboard and mouse interface, the use of our bodies is the same regardless
of the performed task. Writing an article or editing images requires similar keyboard and
mouse commands despite the different nature of the two tasks. Klemmer et al. [15] introduce aspects of human embodied engagement in the world with the goal of inspiring new
interaction design approaches and evaluations that better integrate the physical and computational worlds. We mention some aspects that, not only relate to Kinect Analysis, but also
consolidate the importance of gesture input in interactive systems:
• The Role of Gesture
Less constraining interaction styles are likely to help users think and communicate.
A system, that requires users to interact actively using their bodies rather than just a
keyboard and mouse, stimulates user’s thinking and communication. Kinect Analysis
simplifies the evaluation of interactive systems using Kinect and therefore helps popularizing systems supporting less constraining interaction styles.
• Thinking through Prototyping
Working it through, rather than thinking it through, not only applies to successful
product designs that result from a series of iterations, but also when considering the
design of new gestures. Reflective practices help to detect problems at an early stage
and generate suggestions for alternative solutions. Kinect Analysis supports iterative
design of interactions by providing means to quickly record and replay gestures.
• Motor Memory
Kinaesthetic memory denotes the ability to sense, store and recall our own muscular
effort, body position and movement to build skill. It can only be leveraged if dedicated
actions are assigned to different functions of a user interface (e.g. different gestures for
different functions). With traditional user interfaces (e.g. keyboard), the same bodily
actions are employed for a wide variety of tasks. Kinect Analysis facilitates the design
of different gestures for different functions through its set of analysis and visualization
tools.

Despite the increasing popularity of gesture input methods, it remains a challenge to design
and conduct user experiments that involve gesture input or proxemic interactions in general.
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This is mainly for two reasons. The first issue concerns the recording of whole-body gestures and speech. The system that is being evaluated is usually only able to record correctly
performed gestures (e.g. Kinect Browser [13]). To capture all user interactions one has to
rely on external resources, e.g. paper notes or video recordings, that first need to be created
or generated based on time-consuming transcription processes. Recording all user motions
is also required to successfully detect gestures that were triggered accidentally without the
user being aware of it (e.g. while moving around without focusing on the system). However,
depending on the type of user study and the kind of system being evaluated, it might not be
required to record all details. For example, for the evaluation of Kinect Browser [13], it was
sufficient to only record the upper part of the user’s body as the system is configured to only
track hand and arm movements.
Once the user interaction recording has been completed, analyzing the collected data poses
another challenge. Manual analysis of recorded user interactions is often required, but is tedious and time-consuming. There are increasing efforts to use a mixed-initiative approach and
crowdsourcing for off-loading qualitative research analysis tasks to human workers (e.g. Mason and Suri [17] or Spiro et al. [22]). However, our work does not consider crowdsourcing as
a solution to enhance user interaction analysis, but instead we focus on a partially automated
approach based on recordings of skeletal and audio data.

2.2

Analysis of User Interactions

The goal of this section is to propose three applications of Kinect Analysis and extract requirements for our tool support based on existing papers.
Hinrichs and Carpendale [12] explore multi-touch gesture sequences on interactive tabletop
exhibits. Their study examines user interactions that took place around an interactive digital
table enabling browsing through a large collection of media items, as part of an exhibition at
Vancouver Aquarium. The conducted interaction analysis is based on collected video recording of visitors’ gestures on the interactive surface from different perspectives. Two small high
definition video cameras were placed in unobtrusive locations above and beside the interactive table. During eight days, the authors collected video data as well as field notes for three
to four successive hours each day. The field notes include interactions and activities that took
place around the table. In total, approximately 20 hours of video data was collected with each
camera.
A two-pass video analysis strategy was chosen for transcribing the multi-touch gestures.
After a broad transcription phase, an hour-long subset of video data was selected for an
in-depth coding for different types of multi-touch gestures and activities. 943 gesture instances were analyzed in-depth, regardless of whether they led to successful response on the
interactive table or not. Unsupported gesture attempts were included in the analysis provided
that their intent was interpretable, either by verbal comments or repeated attempts leading to
success.
A second example for user interaction analysis can be found in the work of Seyed et al. [21],
who examine usable gestures for multi-display environments. Gestures are often used as part
of interactions to move data between the different devices involved. The performed user study
aimed at eliciting gestures from users. During the study, participants had to produce gestures

8
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for transferring images between displays. Participants could not only produce gestures by
using their hands, arms or whole body, but also by rotating or manipulating their device or by
performing actions on the screen of the device. The environment used for the study consisted
of an Apple iPad, Microsoft Surface 2, and a SMART Board Display.
In addition to taking notes, the authors used video recording to capture each performed gesture. To consider distance consistently between studies, specific locations were marked on the
floor and participants were asked to move to these locations to perform certain commands.
Gestures were described based on their motions and actions rather than their semantic meaning.
As seen in the previous two examples, video analysis is a common method for evaluating
user interactions. The analysis involves transcription and annotation of video recordings.
Video data is very rich and contains a lot of information. Therefore, often several passes
through the data are required. Hence, manual annotation and reviewing of video sequences
is time-consuming and cumbersome. Automated video analysis is difficult and only feasible
for specialized application areas and repetitive tasks (e.g. surveillance applications or sports).
Nevertheless, there exist video annotation tools that simplify the process of video annotation
and analysis.
VACA [4] is an example of such a tool for qualitative video analysis. It provides video
annotations on a timeline interface and other features to improve the rate at which analysis
can be performed. The conventional approach of video analysis consists of watching a video
sequence with a media player while taking notes using a spreadsheet application or similar.
VACA integrates both the video viewing and the annotation into one system.
An exhaustive overview of existing video annotation tools is presented in [6]. The authors
review representative examples of well known image and video annotation tools with respect
to a number of criteria that were defined to provide a common framework of reference for
assessing the suitability and interoperability of annotations under different context of usage.
Based on the aforementioned papers, we can deduce three applications for Kinect Analysis:
examining gesture sequences in interactive settings, eliciting usable gestures for multi-display
environments, and more general, the prototype should be applicable in areas where common
video annotation tools are being used. The last application implies that functionalities such
as playing, pausing and seeking recordings should be supported. Furthermore, it is required
that recordings can be organized in a meaningful way and specific sequences of recordings as
well as entire recordings can be annotated.

2.3

Visualization of User Interactions

In addition, to analyzing, Kinect Analysis should also be able to visualize the recorded interactions as well as the obtained results in a meaningful way. In this section, we examine
three examples of related work in the area of visualizing user interactions and, based on these,
devise requirements for the visualization capabilities of Kinect Analysis.
Web Usability Probe [5] is a tool that supports remote usability evaluation of web sites. After
finishing an evaluation cycle, evaluators can access graphical representations of log files. The
system uses an interactive, timeline-based approach to represent usage data. One timeline is
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Figure 2.1: ChronoViz interface visualizing several streams of data from a flight simulation
shown for each task performed by the user. Different events are marked in different colors
on the timelines. The visualization enables the evaluator to perform a comparison between
actual user behavior and an optimal sequence of actions since it is possible to line up logs
next to the optimal log.
Another example is CrowdScape [20], a system supporting the human evaluation of complex
crowd work through interactive visualization and mixed initiative machine learning. CrowdScape interactively visualizes user behavior and output with the goal of detecting and correcting for low quality work in crowdsourcing. Time series data like raw event logs are
represented in a way that is accurate yet easy to interpret and detect differences and patterns
in worker behavior. Based on the different activities that exist in log files, the horizontal
timeline view is annotated with different indicators.
ChronoViz [7] is a system for supporting navigation of time-coded data. The goal of ChronoViz is to decrease the time and effort required to analyze multimodal data by providing
direct indexing and flexible mechanisms to control data exploration. ChronoViz offers several categories of timeline annotations (e.g. based on different actions) and allows visualizing
and inspecting the different streams of data.
Figure 2.1 shows the ChronoViz system visualizing data from a flight simulation. The integrated view of the data shows two videos, a waveform of the audio, individual video frames,
a graph of the altitude of the simulated flight with overlaid annotations and several annota-
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tions. Thus, the timelines are, not only used to visualize annotations and time series graphs
of sensor data, but also for audio waveforms, and individual video frames.
Considering these three examples, we can deduce several requirements for Kinect Analysis:
• Timeline-based Visualization
All three systems use a timeline-based approach for visualizing and navigating through
time coded data. Therefore, the user interaction visualization of Kinect Analysis should
also be timeline-based.
• Timeline Annotations
Similar to the previously discussed video annotation tools, certain events or behaviors
can be marked on the timeline of ChronoViz using different markers or indicators.
Thus, we conclude that Kinect Analysis should provide a timeline view supporting
annotations or indicators to mark certain events or behaviors.
• Log File Visualization
The timeline view generated by Web Usability Probe is based on actions captured in
log files. Hence, a tool to visualize existing log files, similar to Web Usability Probe,
is required.
• Behavioral Traces
Inspired by the ideas of CrowdScape, some sort of behavioral traces to visualize user
actions is desirable.

2.4

Development of User Interactions

This section briefly gives an overview about related tools specifically designed for the development and evaluation of user interactions. We also point out differences between the
presented projects and the approach taken by this thesis.
As already mentioned in Chapter 1, Proximity Toolkit [16] aims at simplifying the exploration of interaction techniques. It offers development support for proxemic-aware systems
by providing developers with the orientation, distance, motion, identity, and location information between people, portable devices, large interactive surfaces, and other non-digital objects. The toolkit offers an API to access proxemic information and it also contains a visual
monitoring tool, that allows developers to visually observe, record and explore proxemic relationships in 3D space. In contrast to our Kinect Analysis prototype, Proximity Toolkit does
not directly offer analysis tools, but only an API and visualization.
DejaVu [14] is an IDE enhancement that aims to simplify the development of camera-based
interactive systems. It enables programmers to easily record, review, and reprocess temporal
data to iteratively improve the processing of non-reproducible camera input. A canvas is used
to visually and continuously monitor the inputs, intermediate results, and outputs of computer
vision processing; and a timeline to record, review, and reprocess the above program data in
a temporal fashion. Figure 2.2 shows the timeline of DejaVu.
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Figure 2.2: DejaVu Timeline
The prototype interfaces with a Kinect camera, but the authors claim that support for other
camera types is straight-forward. Compared to Kinect Analysis, DejaVu focuses primarily
on development support and it is implemented as an IDE extension rather than a stand-alone
tool.
Another approach to facilitate the development of systems supporting various input modalities is taken by Hartmann et al. [9]. d.tools is a toolkit that supports reflective physical
prototyping through integrated design, test, and analysis. The proposed tool provides support
for video analysis through timestamp correlation between video and a statechart that reflects
the different states the evaluated physical prototype can adopt. Rapid usability analysis of
prototypes is enabled through aggregate data visualization, fast access to video data through
the visual interaction model and vice versa, and finally comparative evaluation of multiple
tests in a video matrix.
Similar to d.tools is Exemplar [10] which introduces techniques for authoring sensor-based
interactions by demonstration. Linking input data to application logic in a straight-forward
way is one of the goals of Exemplar. A combination of direct manipulation and pattern recognition techniques enables designers to control how demonstrated examples are generalized to
interaction rules. Rapid prototyping is enabled through iterative programming by demonstration. Exemplar is similar to Kinect Analysis, insofar as linking input data to application logic
is concerned. Exemplar takes its input from any sensor, whereas Kinect Analysis is currently
limited to the Kinect sensor. However, one of the core aspects of Kinect Analysis is extensibility and we plan to integrate additional sensors and data streams in the future. Both d.tools
and Exemplar aim at supporting physical prototyping, whereas Kinect Analysis is focused on
supporting the design and evaluation of gestures and other user interactions.
The last example tool for the development and evaluation of user interactions we mention
here is MAGIC [1], a motion gesture design tool that provides facilities for exploring and
designing motion gestures. Similar to d.tools it also encourages a three-stage workflow: gesture creation, gesture testing and false positive testing against an everyday gesture library.
Like d.tools or Exemplar, it also focuses on supporting developers that need to incorporate
sensor input. However, it constrains itself to the design and evaluation of gestures. MAGIC was designed to accommodate a variety of sensors. The prototype uses a wrist-mounted
accelerometer as input source.
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Figure 2.3: Kinect Sensor2

2.5

Motion and Sound Capturing with Kinect

This section provides some background information about Microsoft Kinect that is important
for understanding the features and limitations of Kinect Analysis.
Microsoft Kinect is a motion-sensing input device that enables users to interact naturally with
systems without the need for a controller or any other input device. It is not only popular as
a consumer electronics device for home entertainment, but since the release of the Kinect
SDK, also as a programmable device for research. According to Microsoft, the Kinect sensor
has been sold more than 24 million times worldwide (since November 2010) as of February,
20131 .
A Kinect sensor (also called Kinect) is shown in Figure 2.3 and contains an RGB camera,
an infrared (IR) emitter and an IR depth sensor as well as a multi-array microphone. The
interaction space of the Kinect is limited by the field of view of the Kinect cameras. The
Kinect has a 43 ◦ vertical by 57 ◦ horizontal field of view. The Kinect sensor can be tilted
using a built-in tilt motor. Tilting the Kinect increases the interaction space by +27 and −27
degrees.
The Kinect sensor provides sensor data in form of data streams. It can capture audio, color
and depth data. In addition, it can process the depth data to generate skeleton data. Therefore,
the Kinect offers four different data streams that can be accessed: audio stream, color stream,
depth stream and skeleton stream. The streams can deliver at most 30 frames per second
(FPS).
Using the skeleton stream, the Kinect runtime can identify up to six human figures at the same
time. Skeleton tracking is available for at most two people at the same time. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.4. If more than two people are in the view of the Kinect, the two skeletons that
are being tracked can be chosen according to a skeleton selection strategy (e.g. track the
two closest skeletons, track the two most active skeletons etc.). The skeleton system always
mirrors the user who is being tracked. That is, a person facing the sensor will be visualized
as a skeleton facing the screen.
1
2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinect
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
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Figure 2.4: Kinect can recognize six people and track two3

Each skeleton frame, does not only contain the position of each joint, but also information
about the tracking quality. Joints can have one of three different tracking states, namely
Inferred, Not Tracked or Tracked. The tracking state indicates the quality of the joint position
that was produced by the skeleton stream. The position of inferred joints is calculated from
other tracked joints whereas tracked joints are available and directly tracked by Kinect.
Kinect offers two different tracking modes. The default tracking mode is designed to track
people who are standing and fully visible to the sensor. 20 joints are being tracked in default
mode. In contrast, the seated tracking mode is optimized for people who are seated on a chair
or couch, or whose lower body is not entirely visible to the sensor. Only the upper body is
considered in seated mode i.e. only 10 joints are tracked. The seated tracking mode is best
used in near range which enables the depth camera to see objects as close as 50 centimeters
in front of the Kinect. The default range requires skeletons to be at least 80 centimeters away
from the device to be tracked properly4 .

3
4

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh973074.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
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3

Kinect Analysis

According to the goals defined in Section 1.2, this chapter presents Kinect Analysis — a user
interaction tracking and analysis system based on Kinect that features different analysis and
visualization techniques and provides support for a variety of user studies. Kinect Analysis
was designed following an explorative approach. The features and concepts of the initial
prototype were mainly based on the requirements devised in Chapter 2. The first prototype
was later refined, based on our experiences with Kinect Analysis while supporting the Kinect
Browser study [13].
Currently, Kinect Analysis is merely a prototype that serves as a proof of concept. It has
been developed as a system that is extensible on different levels. All components were explicitly designed with extensibility in mind e.g. the log file visualization, the scripting language
KinectScript and the analysis and visualization tools
In this chapter, we first illustrate the implemented features and functionalities of the Kinect Analysis prototype with a system walk-through and second, we present the underlying
concepts.

3.1

System Walk-Through

Figure 3.1 depicts an overview of the user interface of Kinect Analysis. The graphical user
interface of Kinect Analysis can broadly be divided into five areas. Namely, recordings table,
analyses table, player, analysis view and analysis configuration toolbar. Figure 3.1 labels
these five areas. In addition, there is a toolbar at the top for switching between the main
application page and the settings page. A status display indicating whether the client is connected to the Kinect Analysis server can be found in the upper right hand corner.
The following sections cover each of the labeled areas in Figure 3.1 in detail.
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Figure 3.1: User Interface Overview. 1: Recordings, 2: Analyses, 3: Player, 4: Analysis
View, 5: Analysis Configuration Toolbar

3.1.1

Recordings

Figure 3.2(a) depicts a screenshot of the recordings table with stored recordings. The two
buttons on the top-right corner of Figure 3.2(a) are used to start a new recording either in default or auto recording mode. When in default recording mode, Kinect Analysis continuously
records all enabled streams, i.e. skeletal data, audio and optionally video. This implies that
skeletal data is recorded even if Kinect has not detected a skeleton within its view. Also, the
recording only stops when the default recording mode is terminated manually by pressing the
corresponding button. All recorded data is then stored in one single recording. In contrast,
when in auto recording mode, Kinect only records data as long as it is detecting at least one
skeleton. When all skeletons leave the Kinect’s field of view, the current recording is finished
and added to the stored recordings but the auto recording mode remains active and another
recording will be started when a new skeleton is recognized.
The recordings table, shown in Figure 3.2(a), stores the title of the recording, tags, duration
and a timestamp of when the recording was created. It offers a few features for sorting and
organizing recordings. Title and tags can directly be edited in the table. The stored recordings
can be sorted in descending or ascending order by ID, title, tag, duration and timestamp.
Multi-column sorting is supported. Columns can also be searched using the text input fields
in the column headers. No longer required recordings can be deleted easily by clicking on
the delete icon in the last column. A recording can be replayed by clicking on the ID of the
recording. Finally, the table offers a pagination functionality allowing to vary the number of
displayed recordings.
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(b) Analyses Table

Figure 3.2: Multifunctional tables containing stored recordings and analyses
Currently, all recordings stored in the recordings table consist of skeletal data and audio data.
Video recording is feasible as well, but not fully supported in the implemented prototype due
to technical challenges explained in Chapter 4.

3.1.2

Analyses

Figure 3.2(b) shows the analysis table with all stored analyses. It contains columns for ID,
title, tags and the associated recordings and supports the same functionalities as the recordings table regarding sorting and organizing table entries. Again, it is also possible to delete
analyses.
The button named New Analysis is used to create a new analysis by providing a title and the
recordings that we want to associate with it. The analysis view can be opened by clicking on
the ID of the analysis. See Section 3.1.4 for more details on how to use an analysis.
Above the analysis table is also a button labeled Visualize Log File, as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
It allows to select log files for parsing and visualization on the timeline. Arbitrary log file
formats can be supported by extending Kinect Analysis with the corresponding log file parsers. The log file visualization is synchronized with the recording that is currently on the first
timeline. Consequently, only log file events that, according to their timestamp, occurred after
the beginning of the recording will be visualized.

3.1.3

Player

The player visualizes skeletal data and provides features for controlling playback of recordings. As depicted in Figure 3.3, the player consists of a large visualization canvas, two separate timelines at the bottom and four buttons located above the canvas.
The visualization canvas not only shows skeletal data but also conveys tracking information.
Besides color coding of tracked and inferred joints, the percentage of tracked joints is displayed in the lower right corner of the player canvas. Above the player canvas is the FPS rate
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Figure 3.3: Kinect Analysis player during playback of a single recording using the first
timeline
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shown. Note that the skeleton visualization shown in Figure 3.3 mirrors the person who is
being tracked, i.e. the depicted skeleton is raising the right arm.
The timelines, visible in the lower half of Figure 3.3, indicate playback progress but can also
be used for seeking through recordings when playback is paused. Audio and skeletal data are
synchronized when restarting playback after seeking.
Left to the timeline is a play/pause button for pausing or playing recordings depending on the
current state. The two buttons above are used for controlling the playback speed. The plus
button increases the replay speed by a factor of two whereas the minus button decreases the
replay speed by the same factor. Below the play/pause button resides a check box and an audio
icon. The icon indicates whether audio is enabled. By clicking on the icon, audio playback
can be disabled. The check box is used for timeline selection when replaying a recording by
clicking on the recording ID in the recordings table. Recordings from the recordings table
can also be associated with a timeline by using drag and drop.
As a common requirement, manual annotation of timeline sequences of arbitrary length is
supported by Kinect Analysis. Annotations are associated with recordings and analyses,
therefore, the same recording can have different annotations when it occurs in different analyses. A manual annotation is created by dragging and dropping a recording from the analysis
view to either timeline and marking a timeline section using the mouse. A tag can be added
to label the timeline section.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the functionality to disable joints during recording or playback. It can
be seen that the lower body has been disabled and only 12 joints out of the total 20 joints
are shown. The selective-joints button is located above the visualization canvas. Next to the
selective-joints button are three more buttons located. The button labeled Clear Canvas is
used to reset the visualization canvas and both timelines. The timeline sections drop-down
button enables selecting annotated timeline sequences, which restricts analysis and playback
to the selected timeline sections. The red analysis button is used to start an analysis.
Figure 3.4 also shows an example of two skeletons occurring in one recording. We make use
of color coding to distinguish skeletons. The second skeleton appears in a different shade
of green to emphasize that the skeleton originates from the recording playing on the first
timeline.
As Kinect Analysis contains two timelines, simultaneous playback of two recordings is supported. Figure 3.5 depicts the simultaneous playback of two recordings. The skeletons are
displayed in the same color as the timeline to avoid confusion when associating skeletons
with recordings.

3.1.4

Analysis View

Kinect Analysis currently supports three different analysis types: traces, heatmaps and scripts
written in KinectScript — a scripting language for querying recordings. The analysis view left
of the player opens when clicking on the ID of an analysis in the analysis table. It combines
all recordings and results in one collapsible group and contains four sections: recordings,
traces, heatmaps and script outputs. The first one is a list of the associated recordings. Using
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Figure 3.4: Playback of a recording containing two skeletons and lower body joints were
disabled through the selective-joints visualization technique
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Figure 3.5: Simultaneous playback of two recordings using both timelines
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Figure 3.6: Analysis view listing stored heatmaps
drag and drop, recordings can be added to an analysis even after it has been created. The
other three sections are used to store and manage analysis results. For convenience, only one
section can be opened at a time.
Figure 3.6 depicts the analysis view with opened heatmaps section. The list of stored heatmaps contains the heatmap ID, identifying the heatmap configuration that was used to create
the heatmap, as well as the recording ID and a thumbnail of the heatmap. Clicking on the
thumbnail enlarges the stored heatmap and displays it on the main canvas. Several heatmaps
and traces can be overlaid for detailed inspection.
Heatmaps, traces and script outputs are automatically added to the analysis view after successful completion of an analysis. Results can be deleted by clicking on the delete icon in the
right most column.
A similar list including thumbnails is also available for stored traces and script outputs.
Clicking on thumbnails of script outputs displays the stored timeline annotations on the first
timeline.
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Figure 3.7: Trace Configuration Toolbar

Figure 3.8: Script Configuration Toolbar

3.1.5

Analysis Configuration Toolbar

Analysis configurations are independent of recordings and can be applied to any recording.
The analysis configuration toolbar consists of three tabs corresponding to the three supported
analysis types and is used for managing analysis configurations. It allows to create, save and
delete new trace, heatmap and script configurations that can be applied to analyze recordings.
In order to start an analysis with a particular configuration, the configuration has to be selected
from the toolbar and the recording has to be ticked in the analysis view. The recording list of
the analysis view allows selecting one recording for timeline 1 (T1) and optionally a second
one for timeline 2 (T2). The analysis is started by clicking on the red analysis button located
above the visualization canvas of the player.
The trace configuration panel is shown in Figure 3.7. The area on the left side is designed
for creating new trace configurations or deleting existing ones whereas the right hand side
consists of a list of existing trace configurations. A configuration can include one or two
recordings and one or several joints as suggested by the user interface depicted in Figure 3.7.
A color picker is provided to choose a trace color for each recording.
The heatmap configuration panel is very similar to the trace configuration panel and will not
be explained any further. The only difference to the trace configuration panel is that no color
picker is available.
Figure 3.8 shows the script configuration tab of the analysis configuration toolbar. On the
left resides a script editor for writing new scripts using our KinectScript scripting language.
The editor employs custom syntax highlighting optimized for KinectScript. For example,
keywords are marked blue as depicted in Figure 3.8. The script configuration panel contains
a color picker for choosing a color that allows identifying the script output on the timeline. To
the right of the script editor panel is a list of existing scripts. For evaluation in real time during
recording, a script must be selected from the script configuration toolbar prior to starting
recording.
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Figure 3.9: Settings

3.1.6

Settings

Figure 3.9 shows the settings page of Kinect Analysis.
Settings that can be modified include the Kinect tilt angle, the skeleton selection strategy and
the tracking mode. The skeleton selection strategy and the tilt angle are stored together with
every recording. The tilt angle can be adjusted from a minimum of −27 to a maximum of
+27 degrees using a slider. The available skeleton selection strategies are incorporated from
the Kinect for Windows Developer Toolkit v1.81 . Skeleton selection only becomes relevant
when recording the interactions of more than one skeleton. Skeletons can be chosen based
on distance, activity level or other methods. Besides skeleton selection and adjusting the tilt
angle, the settings page allows switching between default and seated tracking mode.
Recommendations regarding these settings can be found in Chapter 6.

3.2

Concepts

Conceptually, Kinect Analysis consists of two high-level components, i.e. 1) means to record
user interactions and 2) tools for analyzing and visualizing previously recorded interactions.
The first component is based upon the features of Kinect to record different data streams.
The second component makes use of the gathered data to support the evaluation of recorded
interactions. In this section, we discuss the concepts behind Kinect Analysis in more detail.

3.2.1

Recording

In order to have data for analysis, user interactions need to be properly recorded first. Multimodal interactions, i.e. interactions involving various input modes such as speech, touch or
gestures, require that different behavioral channels are tracked. Kinect Analysis allows recording of different input streams. Presently, audio and skeletal data are recorded by default.
The skeleton stream tracks the location and direction of joints over time. This has the advantage that the privacy of tracked humans is preserved and no post-processing is required to conceal human faces or other sensitive data that would be visible in video recordings. Moreover,
skeletal data provides an abstract view on interactions and omits unnecessary details allowing
to focus solely on gesture or body movements without being disturbed by details.
1

http://www.microsoft.com/en-ie/download/details.aspx?id=40276
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As mentioned in the previous section, Kinect Analysis offers two different recording modes:
default recording and auto recording. Conceptually, more recording modes could be supported. For example, recording could be activated using a predefined gesture or speech command. The auto recording mode prevents wasting recording time and storage space as Kinect
Analysis only records if skeletons are present. It was introduced for unsupervised settings
where a Kinect device captures interactions without a study coordinator being present.

3.2.2

Analysis

Kinect Analysis supports analyzing user interactions based on previously created recordings.
An analysis always needs to be associated with one or more existing recordings. Analyzing
recordings is possible during playback of recorded interactions or in real-time while recording. However, currently only a subset of analysis types is available for real-time analysis
during recording. In the following, we explain the concepts behind three example analysis
types that were implemented in Kinect Analysis:
• Traces
• Heatmaps
• KinectScript — a scripting language for querying recordings
We implemented these three examples as a proof of concept based on the requirements devised in Chapter 2. The analysis capabilities of Kinect Analysis could easily be extended by
implementing additional analysis techniques.
Traces
Traces are basically collections of data points over time. In our case, the data points are represented by coordinates specifying the location of selected joints. Therefore, a trace depicts
the location history of one or several joints over a certain period of time.
Kinect Analysis facilitates creating traces based on custom configurations. A trace configuration includes selected joints of one or two recordings. Furthermore, traces are color coded,
i.e. a color is associated to the joints of one recording which enables distinguishing traces
originating from different recordings.
Heatmaps
Heatmaps are a visualization technique used for visualizing three dimensional data. Two
dimensions represent Cartesian coordinates (x and y values) and the third dimension is used
for showing the intensity of a data point in relative comparison to the absolute maximum of
the dataset. The intensity is shown as a color, red (hot) is used for maxima and blue (cold)
for minima. In the case of Kinect Analysis, data points are coordinates of selected joints.
The frequency of joint locations determines the intensity, i.e. areas that were more frequently
covered appear more red than less frequently covered areas.
As outlined in the system walk-through, Kinect Analysis facilitates custom heatmap configurations for creating heatmaps of different joints. Heatmap visualizations were included in
Kinect Analysis as an example for visualization of joint movements.
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KinectScript
The third example of an analysis technique that is available in Kinect Analysis is based on a
scripting language that we call KinectScript.
The idea behind KinectScript is to provide means for querying recordings based on scripting expressions that can evaluate to true or false depending on conditions or events that occur.
Conceptually, script evaluation is possible either in real-time during recording or during playback of previously recorded interactions. Script outputs are timeline annotations indicating
the occurrence of certain events or actions. If real-time script evaluation is enabled, a message
on the visualization canvas indicates when the system has successfully detected an event.
The following script types are currently available in KinectScript:
• Skeleton scripts consider relative positions of joints. Using skeleton and joint identifiers, a relation between two joints can be formulated that can either be true or false
depending on the current joint positions.
• Distance scripts implement distance measurement. For instance, the distance from
skeletons to the Kinect or between skeletons could be considered.
• Audio scripts search for words and expressions in recorded speech.
• Gesture scripts enable gesture recognition based on predefined gestures.
KinectScript defines keywords for identifying skeletons and joints in recordings. Skeleton
identifiers could for example be based on the position of skeletons (e.g. left skeleton or right
skeleton), the tracking ID, the color shade or the distance from the Kinect. Joints could be
identified by their name (e.g. head). Conceptually, KinectScript also supports scripts that involve two recordings, i.e. inter-recording scripts. Thus, also recording identifiers are required
(e.g. recording 1 for recording on timeline 1).
KinectScript allows combining script types with linking words such as and or or. In the
future, we plan to extend our scripting language by implementing additional script types.
KinectScript was designed to be highly extensible and modular.
The implementation of KinectScript including examples of the various script types is explained in Chapter 4.

3.2.3

Visualization

The above mentioned analysis types incorporate two different visualization varieties. The
analysis output is either an image showing a trace or a heatmap or, in case of KinectScript, a
series of timeline annotations. Scripts output timeline annotations that indicate when a certain
event occurred. Different analysis outputs can be compared to each other by overlaying the
visualizations. Traces and heatmaps can be superimposed on the visualization canvas in the
Kinect Analysis user interface, whereas timeline annotations can be compared against each
other using the two timelines.
The timeline-based approach for annotating or indicating events is an important concept of
Kinect Analysis. Timeline annotations are created automatically by scripts but can also be
created manually. In the context of an analysis, user-defined parts of a recording can be
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manually annotated and labeled. Log files can also be visualized as a stream of timeline
annotations. Different colors on the timeline indicate different events depending on the implemented behavior of the log file visualization tool.
In addition to timeline-based visualizations, Kinect Analysis incorporates other visualization
techniques. During recording or when replaying existing recordings, skeleton visualizations
include feedback about the tracking quality of Kinect. The joint color indicates whether a
joint has tracking state Tracked or Inferred.
Furthermore, during recording or playback, joints can be displayed selectively, i.e. for each
joint it can be decided whether it should be shown or not. This visualization techniques allows
to suppress joints that are not important for certain movements or gestures.
In the future, additional visualization techniques (e.g. using visualization libraries such as
D3.js2 ) could be added.

2

http://d3js.org/
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Implementation
The concepts and features of Kinect Analysis described in Chapter 3 were implemented in a
fully working prototype that serves as a proof of concept.
The main technologies used to implement Kinect Analysis were HTML5, CSS3 and
JavaScript in combination with the jQuery library on the client side while relying on C#
and MySQL on the server side. In the following, we first give an overview of the architecture of Kinect Analysis and then explain the implementation of the three main components,
i.e. recording, playback and analysis, in detail.

4.1

Architecture

The implementation of Kinect Analysis follows a client-server model. Figure 4.1 depicts
an overview of the Kinect Analysis architecture. Generally, most of the application logic is
implemented in C# on the server side whereas the client is merely an interface accessing and
visualizing the server’s functionalities. The client relays requests to the server and processes
and visualizes server responses adequately.

4.1.1

Client

The client, shown on the left-hand side in Figure 4.1, is implemented as a web application.
Chrome is the preferred browser to run the client. In essence, the client consists of the main
application page (index.html), the settings page and corresponding JavaScript and CSS
files. The client side of Kinect Analysis relies heavily on jQuery (2.0.2)1 and Bootstrap
(2.3.2)2 . While jQuery is used to simplify the client-side scripting of HTML and as basis for
additional plugins, Bootstrap unifies the appearance of the application and its UI elements.
1
2

http://jquery.com/
http://getbootstrap.com/2.3.2/
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Client
Server
WebSocket

Figure 4.1: Kinect Analysis Architecture Overview

4.1.2

Server

The server is implemented as a Windows application for the .NET Framework 4.5. A MySQL
database (version 5.6.13) is used to store skeletal data, analysis results and various metadata
(e.g. recording tags). The database access is realized as a MySQL specific implementation of
the interface IRecordingRepository. It uses the Connector/NET component of MySQL
to communicate with the database. Thus, Kinect Analysis could easily be used with another
database engine by providing a new implementation of the aforementioned interface.
At the center of the server implementation is the MainWindow.xaml.cs class which implements the WebSocket server logic for communication with the client and contains skeleton
event handler methods for dealing with skeleton frames delivered from either the Kinect or
the database. Furthermore, it contains basic visualization code for skeleton visualization in
the server window. While mostly used in early versions of Kinect Analysis to support development of new visualization techniques, it is still useful as it provides server-side feedback in
the form of skeleton visualizations. The server relies on the Kinect SDK 1.83 to interact with
the Kinect sensor and to access data streams.

4.1.3

Client-Server Communication

As indicated in Figure 4.1, server and client communicate using the WebSocket protocol
which provides full-duplex communications channels over a single TCP connection4 . After
having successfully established a WebSocket connection, the server transmits metadata of
available recordings, analyses and analysis configurations to the client. The client processes
the received data and displays it (e.g. in the recordings table). Client and server exchange
data using JSON.
A request from the client to the server consists in most cases of two parts: First, a command
identifier that specifies the type of request and second, payload in JSON format containing
additional data that is required to perform the request. Based on the command identifiers, the
3
4

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindowsdev/default.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebSocket
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server invokes appropriate actions (e.g. retrieving skeletal data from the database) and sends
a response to the client. The client examines the JSON-formatted response and updates the
GUI accordingly. In case of skeletal data, it displays the skeleton frames on the visualization
canvas.
While the WebSocket protocol is implemented in Chrome, we rely on the Fleck5 library
for enabling WebSocket communication on the server side. Json.NET 6 , a high-performance
JSON framework for .NET, is used for serializing and deserializing data to and from JSON.

4.2

Recording

This section covers the implementation of the Kinect Analysis recording mechanism. Kinect Analysis can simultaneously record up to three different data streams: skeletal, audio
and video data. Audio and skeletal recording are handled by the AudioRecorder and the
SkeletonRecorder class respectively.
Once the recording process is completed, the recordings are available on the client side
through the recordings table which uses jQuery tablesorter7 with a Bootstrap widget theme
to provide sorting and searching of table entries. Title and tags of recordings can be directly
edited in the table using Bootstrap editable8 .

4.2.1

Audio Recording

Audio data is recorded using the audio stream of Kinect. After the recording is completed, the
data is saved as a WAV file9 on the server. The file name of the created WAV file corresponds
to the unique recording ID that identifies every recording.
Instances of the AudioRecorder class run a separate thread for recording audio streams and
saving audio data to disk. Recording audio asynchronously by creating a new thread ensures
that the main thread remains responsive to events while the recording happens in parallel.
The WAV file format specification is contained in the AudioRecorderHelper class which
is responsible for correctly writing the audio data. Audio files are stored in an audio directory
that is defined in the application configuration of the server.

4.2.2

Skeletal Recording

A skeleton frame is composed of a frame number, floor coordinates and an array of skeleton
objects. Each skeleton object contains, not only an ID, but more importantly a list of joints,
specifying the position and tracking state of each joint.
Kinect Analysis saves skeletal data obtained from Kinect’s skeleton stream to a MySQL database. A new database table is created for every recording. One row of the table corresponds
to a single skeleton frame and contains a timestamp, floor coordinates, a frame number and
the actual skeleton objects. Since the Kinect streams skeleton frames with a maximum frame
5

https://github.com/statianzo/Fleck
http://json.codeplex.com/
7
http://tablesorter.com/docs/
8
http://vitalets.github.io/x-editable/
9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WAV
6
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rate of 30 FPS, at most 30 rows per second are inserted into the corresponding database table.
Skeleton objects are serialized and stored in the database as binary strings (byte strings). For
this purpose, the MySQL BLOB type is used. Serializing skeleton objects to a binary format
for storage is straight-forward and ensures that all data associated to skeletons is preserved.
Recording metadata is stored in a separate database table and includes ID, title, the name of
the table containing the recorded skeletal data, duration, timestamp and references to tags,
skeleton selection strategy and Kinect tilt angle. The tagging system for recordings (and
analyses) is implemented with a three-table structure. Via a mapping table, recordings and
tags are n-to-m related. Each tag is stored exactly once, but can be used together with different
recordings and vice versa.

4.2.3

Video Recording

Video recording is not directly supported by Kinect Analysis but theoretically feasible. The
main concern is that video recordings need to be provided in a format that can be easily replayed in the browser using HTML5 (e.g. MP4 or Ogg). However, creating MP4- or similarly
formatted video files is inherently difficult using C#. Nevertheless, as a proof of concept, we
followed the following approach to implement video recording.
Using the Kinect color stream, we create a JPEG image on every FrameReady event and save
it to disk. The FrameReady event is thrown by the Kinect API every time a new color frame
is ready for processing. After the recording is finished, we post process the created image
sequence. A simple ffmpeg10 script to create an MP4 video sequence from consecutive JPEG
images is applied to the images.
A remaining issue is that the frame rate at which Kinect delivers frames is not constant.
Concretely, skeleton frames might be available sooner than color frames. The SDK offers
an AllFramesReady event to deal with this problem. This event is only thrown if all Kinect
frames from the different streams are ready and available. However, when trying to put the
images together to create a video sequence, a constant frame rate is assumed. This leads to
frame synchronization problems, e.g. when overlaying a video sequence with skeletal data.
Figure 4.2 shows an example where video data recorded with Kinect is overlaid with skeletal
data. It can be seen that the two streams are not perfectly synchronized.
Another problem concerns performance. Without a caching strategy, writing up to 30 images
per second to disk, in addition to the load generated by the database for storing skeleton
frames, leads to performance problems.
In all, video recording is theoretically possible but not fully supported and due to the video
format restrictions not feasible to implement in a efficient way using only C#.
10

http://www.ffmpeg.org
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Figure 4.2: Kinect video data overlaid with skeletal data

4.3

Playback

This section covers the implementation of the Kinect Analysis playback mechanism. While
audio playback is entirely implemented on the client-side, the server is concerned with playback of skeletal data.

4.3.1

Audio Playback

Audio playback is implemented using HTML5 audio tags. The client dynamically switches
the audio source files depending on the recordings to be replayed. The audio files reside in a
known directory on the server. HTML5 audio playback can be managed through JavaScript,
e.g. pausing and seeking of recordings is supported.

4.3.2

Skeletal Playback

As far as the implementation is concerned, the skeletal playback mechanism is the most
complex operation. In order to start playback of a recording, the client transmits the playback
command identifier followed by the recording ID, the timeline number and a timestamp.
The timeline number indicates on which timeline the recording will be replayed whereas the
timestamp determines from which position the recording will be replayed. This can either be
from the beginning or from an arbitrary position in the middle of the recording, determined
by using the timeline slider. Once, the server receives the request, it queries the database and
eventually starts sending skeleton frames to the client which then visualizes the skeletons on
the HTML canvas.
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Figure 4.3: Fetching and processing Kinect skeleton frames for playback

However, fetching skeletal data from the database is a bit more complex. First, the server
determines, based on the last skeleton frame, when the playback will be finished. This is
required to inform the client about the end of the current playback. Next, a replayer object
is created and a ReplayerSkeletonFrameReady event registered. The event is triggered every
time a skeleton frame has been successfully retrieved from the database and is ready to be
sent to the client.
We use two concurrent tasks to simultaneously retrieve skeleton frames from the database
while processing the already available frames. A concurrent queue is used for caching skeleton frames. Figure 4.3 visualizes the implemented architecture. The fetch task, depicted on
the left, continuously retrieves skeleton frames from the MySQL database. Data is fetched
in blocks of 500 frames at a time using a prepared statement that is executed consecutively
with increasing LIMIT values. The retrieved frames are enqueued as a list of frames in the
concurrent queue.
While the fetch task retrieves skeletal data, a separate task dequeues 500 frames at a time
from the concurrent queue and processes them. In other words, both tasks run in parallel.
The frame processing is shown on the right side of Figure 4.3. Processing the dequeued
frames is implemented in the generic ReplaySystem class which was adapted from the
Kinect Toolbox11 . The replay system is based on a parallel task to handle the time between
subsequent frames. This task causes the system to sleep for a given time, after which the
task raises an event to signal that a new skeleton frame is available. The FrameReady event
handler then sends the skeleton frames to the client. Since the Kinect delivers at most 30 FPS,
a second of recording time consist of at most 30 skeleton frames.
Skeleton frames retrieved from the database are represented by instances of the class
SkeletonReplayFrame which inherits from the abstract class ReplayFrame. It provides
methods to create new frame objects from the retrieved skeletal data. Since skeleton objects are stored as binary objects, query processing and deserialization takes some time.
We used a MySQL default installation but increased the available buffer size. The variable
innodb buffer pool size should be set to at least 1 GB assuming that the server runs
on a machine with 4 GB RAM or more. In our setup, the database and the Kinect Analysis
server were run on the same machine.
11

http://kinecttoolbox.codeplex.com/
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The skeleton visualization on the client side is realized using HTML5 canvas elements. In
brief, we use two canvas elements corresponding to the two timelines which enables overlaying of recordings.
Bootstrap Multiselect12 and select2-3.4.113 provide multi-select functionality as used by the
selective-joints and the timeline sections buttons. The timeline progress bar is based on a
jQuery UI slider.

4.3.3

Video Playback

As implied above, video playback suffers from various shortcomings and is not fully supported. An example of simultaneous video and skeleton playback is shown in Figure 4.2.

4.4

Analysis

This section describes the implementation of available analysis techniques in Kinect Analysis.
To begin with, we outline the implementation of the analysis configuration component. Next,
we explain the three implemented analysis types (traces, heatmaps and scripts) and finally,
we present the log file visualization implementation. We cover both client- and server-side
implementation.

4.4.1

Analysis Configuration

Analysis configurations, which are either trace, heatmap or script configurations, are stored
persistently in the database on the server.
On the client side, stored analysis configurations are shown as a selectable grid consisting
of jQuery UI selectable elements. The left side of the analysis configuration toolbar enables
database access by providing means to create new configurations and delete existing ones.
The KinectScript editor, located in the script tab of the analysis configuration toolbar, is
realized using the CodeMirror text editor14 . It facilitates syntax highlighting and line numbering. The syntax highlighting can easily be modified or extended by adapting the file
KinectScript.js which specifies the KinectScript language by listing the keywords and
operators.
The color picker for selecting the timeline annotation color, or in case of traces, the trace
color, is based on the jQuery simple color picker15 .

4.4.2

Traces

Traces are created by simply drawing a different kind of visualization on the HTML5 canvas. The client receives normal skeleton frames but instead of showing the default skeleton
visualization, it draws a trace of the selected joint(s).
Once a trace is completed, the JavaScript toDataURL() method is invoked and converts the
trace to an URL containing a representation of the image in the PNG format. The image URL
12

https://github.com/davidstutz/bootstrap-multiselect
http://plugins.jquery.com/select2/
14
http://codemirror.net/
15
https://github.com/tkrotoff/jquery-simplecolorpicker
13
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is transmitted to the server and stored in the database as a string. The trace (and heatmap)
thumbnails in the analysis view are generated with JavaScript’s drawImage() method that
draws an image onto the canvas. The thumbnail column of the trace result section consists of
canvas elements showing scaled down images of the stored traces.

4.4.3

Heatmaps

Heatmaps are created based on the Heatmap.js16 library. It provides a store in order to colorize heatmaps based on relative data, i.e. the library supports dynamic recalculation of heatmaps. As an illustration, if only a single data point is added to the store, it will be displayed
as the hottest(red) spot, but when adding more data points, it will dynamically recalculate and
the heatmap image will change accordingly.
As with traces, heatmap images are stored on the Kinect Analysis server as URLs.

4.4.4

Scripts

We first give an overview of the available script types and their implementation and then we
explain how script evaluation was implemented.
Figure 4.4 provides an overview of the implemented script types. The syntax of the KinectScript language is exemplified in Figure 4.4(a). It illustrates how to construct scripts of a
certain type and provides examples (shown in red).
Figure 4.4(b) depicts identifiers and keywords that are currently available in KinectScript.
A script always consists of at least three different parts separated by a single white space: first
comes a skeleton or joint identifier, next a keyword, and finally a value or another identifier.
In case of script combinations, these three parts are repeated after a linking word (either and
or or). A combination of both and and or in a single script is not yet implemented. The
KinectScript parser was implemented based on this tripartite script structure.
We have so far implemented two different skeleton identifiers. Skeletons can be identified by
tracking ID (skeleton 1/2) or by position (skeleton left/right), but others (e.g. by distance or
by color shade) could also be implemented. Generally, the skeleton with the lower tracking
ID was tracked first, i.e. has been detected before the other skeleton with a higher tracking ID.
In addition to skeleton identifiers, KinectScript implements recording identifiers. Recordings
can be identified by timeline number, i.e. recording1 refers to the recording that is being
analyzed on the first timeline. Figure 4.4(b) also lists joint identifiers. Joints are identified by
name, e.g leftHand for the left hand.
Skeleton Script
Skeleton scripts define relations between joints. An example for a skeleton script is
leftHand above head. It states that the left hand of a skeleton is above the head. Note,
that this example omits the skeleton identifier at the beginning and only contains two joint
identifiers and the above keyword. Skeleton identifiers are optional for skeleton scripts. When
16

http://www.patrick-wied.at/static/heatmapjs/
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Script Type

Structure & Examples

Skeleton

skeletonIdentifier.joint positionKeyword skeletonIdentifier.joint
rightHand above head
skeleton1.leftHand above skeleton1.spine

Distance
Distance to Kinect

skeletonIdentifier distanceKeyword value
skeleton1 closer 1.0
skeletonLeft closer 2.0
skeleton1.leftHand closer 2.0

Distance between skeletons skeletonIdentifier|skeletonIdentifier distanceKeyword value
recordingIdentifier.skeletonIdentifier|recordingIdentifier.skeletonIdentifier distanceKeyword value
skeleton1|skeleton2 closer 2.0
recording1.skeleton1|recording2.skeleton1 closer 1.0
Audio

skeletonIdentifier audioKeyword speechTerms
skeleton1 says next
skeleton1 says back,forward,tab

Gesture

skeletonIdentifier gesture gestureName
skeleton1 gesture flickleft
skeletonLeft gesture flickright

AND combination

script1 and script 2
skeleton1 says next and rightHand above head

OR combination

script1 or script2
skeleton1 says next or rightHand above head

(a) Script types with structure and examples
skeletonIdentifier
skeleton1
skeleton2
skeletonLeft
skeletonRight
recordingIdentifier
recording1
recording2
positionKeyword
above
below
leftof
rightof
distanceKeyword
closer
farther
gestureName
flickleft
flickright

joint
leftAnkle
rightAnkle
leftElbow
rightElbow
leftFoot
rightFoot
leftHand
rightHand
head
hipCenter
leftHip
rightHip
leftKnee
rightKnee
shoulderCenter
leftShoulder
rightShoulder
spine
leftWrist
rightWrist

(b) Keywords and identifiers

Figure 4.4: KinectScript overview
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omitting the skeleton identifier before the joint identifier, all skeletons in a recording are considered.
Distance Script
As depicted in Figure 4.4(a), two subtypes of distance scripts have been implemented so far.
The first subtype evaluates the distance between a joint of a skeleton and the Kinect sensor. If
no joint is specified, the distance between the spine and the Kinect is measured. In particular,
the script skeleton1 closer 1.0 returns true if the distance between the spine of the first
skeleton and the Kinect is less than one meter. Distance values have to be provided in meters.
The second subtypes evaluates the distance between the spines of two skeletons. The skeletons can either be in the same recording or in two different recordings. Hence, distance scripts
support inter-recording analyses, i.e. analyses considering two different recordings simultaneously. For example, recording1.skeleton1|recording2.skeleton1 closer 2.0
compares the distance between the first skeleton in recording 1 and the first skeleton in recording 2 and returns true if it is less than 2 meters.
Since KinectScript is an extensible language, other distance measurements would be possible,
e.g. distance between two joints or distance between skeletons and a fixed reference point or
object.
Audio Script
Audio scripts search for speech terms within recordings. As an example, the script
skeleton1 says back,forward searches for the terms “back” or “forward”. The
keyword to identify audio scripts is says. As shown in the mentioned example, several terms
can be combined using commas without white spaces.
Skeleton identifiers are irrelevant in audio scripts as with the current implementation, speech
from different skeletons cannot be distinguished, although this would be technically feasible.
Thus, audio scripts could be extended by including spatial sound information. Also, the terms
need to be in English as no other language is currently supported.
Gesture Script
Gesture scripts describe a predefined gesture and evaluate to true if the specified gesture was
detected. Gesture scripts are the only scripts that can be executed during playback, but also
while recording, i.e. they can be evaluated in real-time. An example of a gesture script is
skeletonLeft gesture flickright which states that the left skeleton performs a flick
right gesture.
Script Evaluation
While traces and heatmaps are implemented by modifying the client-side visualization on the
canvas, scripts are evaluated on the server side. The general concept behind script evaluation
is to parse a script and then inspect every single skeleton frame before sending it to the client.
The server notifies the client every time a script condition evaluates to true. This principle is
applied to all script types but audio scripts.
Audio scripts are evaluated differently. In a first step, an instance of the SpeechRecognizer
class constructs a grammar from the terms contained in the audio script. In a second step, the
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speech recognizer performs asynchronous speech recognition on the WAV file associated with
the selected recording. On successful speech detection, the speech recognition engine returns
position and confidence levels of the detected words. Once speech recognition is finished, a
list of recognized speech objects is serialized to JSON and sent to the client where the results
are marked on the timeline. Hence, audio script evaluation does not require replaying the
entire recording as with the other script types.
Kinect Analysis uses the System.Speech.Recognition namespace that contains Windows Desktop Speech technology for implementing speech recognition.
The implementation of the different script types is organized in separate classes. The abstract
Script class is partially implemented and defines helper methods for assigning skeletons
and recordings depending on the defined script. Subclasses of Script define a specific
script type and must implement an Evaluate() method that specifies how to evaluate this
particular script type.
A static script creator class is used as a script factory to instantiate objects of type Script
or one of its subtypes depending on the actual script content. Script objects are created only
before evaluation. The database stores scripts in plain text together with the script type.
The actual script parsing that involves extracting and interpreting skeleton identifiers, joint
identifiers etc. is done before evaluation.
If script evaluation is enabled, the Evaluate() method will be called for every skeleton
frame that is being replayed. Depending on the currently active script, dynamic binding is
applied and a different evaluation method will be called.
Audio scripts are only evaluated once and then the result is cached. This also applies
when an audio script is part of a combination script (e.g. skeleton says next and
flickright). In this case, the gesture (flickright) has to occur within a fixed range of an
audio event for the entire combination script to become true. To illustrate, speech recognition
detects the term “next” at position x in the recording, the flick right gesture has to be detected
at position x ± y for the combination script to return true. The variable y is a range that can
be set in the server code, e.g. 2 seconds.

4.4.5

Log File Visualization

The log file visualization component enables selecting log files through the Kinect Analysis
user interface. The chosen log files are parsed and examined on the server and the output is
transmitted to the client. After receiving the log file output, the client visualizes the log file on
the timeline. Again, we use an HTML5 canvas element to draw the timeline visualizations.
To standardize the file input field for selecting log files, to look like a Bootstrap button, we
used a Bootstrap file input extension17 . The current implementation of the log file visualization tool assumes that client and server run on the same machine. Log files reside in a
predefined directory that is known to both server and client. The client just submits the file
names of selected log files and the server searches the files in the log file directory. However,
this restriction could easily be eliminated by transmitting selected log files from the client to
the server before parsing.
17

https://github.com/grevory/bootstrap-file-input
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Currently, Kinect Analysis implements only one specific log file parser that is tailored for
the log file format of Kinect Browser [13]. However, additional log file parsers can simply
be added by implementing the abstract LogFileParser class. New event types, such as
click gesture, speech etc., can be added in the LogEvent class. New log file visualization
techniques could be added on the client side. For now, only the timeline-based log file visualization is available.

5

Evaluation

The evaluation of Kinect Analysis was carried out in three steps. In a first step, we conducted
a feature-driven evaluation of Kinect Analysis. The goal of the feature-driven evaluation was
to illustrate the usefulness of specific features of Kinect Analysis.
In a second step, we compared Kinect Analysis with video analysis. This comparison was
concerned with assessing the different approaches with regard to effectiveness of use. The
first two evaluation steps were based on data obtained during the Kinect Browser study [13].
In a third step, we picked examples from other studies to show the potential for generalization.
In this step, we also compared the visualization and analysis features of our prototype to the
features and tools of similar systems.
In Chapter 2, we identified three possible applications for Kinect Analysis, i.e. elicitation
studies, Kinect studies and lab-based usability studies involving multiple devices and/or users.
While the first two steps of our evaluation address elicitation studies and Kinect studies, the
third step focuses on usability studies involving multiple devices and/or users. Through the
use of Kinect Browser data in the first two evaluation steps we cover both elicitation studies
and Kinect studies.

5.1

Feature-driven Evaluation

This section describes the feature-oriented evaluation of Kinect Analysis. Selected features
of Kinect Analysis were used to gain further insights into the data collected during the Kinect
Browser study [13].
For the evaluation of Kinect Browser, an elicitation study with 25 participants was conducted.
The study was divided into three tasks. Task 1 consisted of a Wizard of Oz setup to collect interactions proposed by participants for the 10 browser functions supported in Kinect Browser.
Task 2 was similar to task 1 but Kinect Browser replaced the Wizard part and was stepwise
configured to react to preferred interactions. Finally, during task 3, study participants used
Kinect Browser with their personal configuration to complete six sub-tasks. All user inter41
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(a) Left Hand

(b) Right Hand

Figure 5.1: Heatmaps created from the hand movements of a left-handed participant
actions during the three tasks were recorded with Kinect Analysis. Additionally, task 3 was
recorded using a video camera.
In the following, we first show our investigations concerning the role of hands with regard
to left-handed and right-handed participants. Second, we show how Kinect Analysis was
used to detect multimodal interactions and lastly, we evaluate the usefulness of the log file
visualization tool.

5.1.1

Role of Hands

The goal of this first use case was to determine whether left- or right-handedness has an
impact on the use of Kinect Browser and whether Kinect Analysis is able to show this.
Although both hands can be used equally in Kinect Browser to navigate or click a link, we
initially assumed that left-handed participants would be characterized by a more frequent use
of their left hand. Conversely, right-handed participants would use their right hand more
often. Two out of the 25 participants of the Kinect Browser study were left-handed based on
data of the background questionnaire.
To investigate how participants used their left and right hands, we created heatmaps of participants’ hands based on interaction data from task 3 of the Kinect Browser study. Using heatmaps we were able to reveal a more frequent use of one hand for certain participants. Figure
5.1 shows two heatmaps of a left-handed participant. The heatmaps shown were generated
using the hand movements of participant P24 who stated in the background questionnaire that
they use the left hand for writing. The heatmap visualization clearly shows that P24 used the
left hand more frequently for task 3 than the right hand.
Figure 5.2 shows another two heatmaps generated from the hand movements of participant
P23 who is right-handed. Again, we can deduce from the heatmap images that P23 used
the right hand more often than the left hand. However, in this case it is not as obvious as
in Figure 5.1. During task 3, all participants solved the same six sub-tasks in a given order
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(b) Right Hand

Figure 5.2: Heatmaps created from the hand movements of a right-handed participant

(a) Task 3, Left Hand

(b) Task 3, Right Hand

(c) Task 2, Left Hand

(d) Task 2, Right Hand

Figure 5.3: Traces of left and right hands for tasks 2 and 3
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therefore, we can assume that both P23 and P24 performed the same interactions. Using
heatmap visualizations, we were able to detect different use of hands for right- and lefthanded study participants.
In addition to heatmaps, we considered the use of traces to examine the role of hands. Figure
5.3 shows traces of the left and right hands for task 2 and task 3. All traces were generated
based on skeletal data from participant P3. Figure 5.3 reveals no difference between left and
right hands. However, it is obvious that for both hands the interaction area during task 3 is
smaller than during task 2. A smaller interaction window for task 3 could be observed with
most participants and not just P3 since participants focused on predefined exercises during
task 3 rather than trying out different gestures as in task 2.
More frequent use of the left or right hand could also be investigated using scripts. For
instance, we could take the event of holding the left hand above the left elbow as an indicator
for active use of the left hand. The number of occurrences of this event could be detected
using the script leftHand above leftElbow and then be interpreted as a metric for the
frequency of left-hand usage. However, heatmaps and traces seemed very suitable to this type
of analysis and require no specific script.

5.1.2

Multimodal Interactions

In task 1 of the Kinect Browser study, multimodal interactions (i.e. interactions combining
gestures and speech) were suggested for clicking a link. Participants pointed at a link and
said “click” or similar. In order to evaluate the capabilities of Kinect Analysis to detect
multimodal interactions, we assessed whether it is possible to find the suggested interactions
using KinectScript.
The link that participants were asked to click in task 1 was located at the top of a web page.
Therefore, most participants raised the right hand to point the cursor at the link. Based on this
observation, we formulated the script skeleton1 says click and rightHand above
shoulderCenter.
Figure 5.4 depicts the detection of a multimodal click event using KinectScript. The timeline
output is visible as a red annotation marker. In total, we were able to detect four multimodal
click link commands with the aforementioned script from four different participants. The
script was applied to recordings of 12 participants who suggested multimodal click interactions. Hence, we were only able to detect four out of 12 multimodal interactions. We identified the following issues explaining why Kinect Analysis did not detect more multimodal
interactions. Four out of the 12 participants described the interaction rather than actually performing it. Another four participants performed the interaction in a way that Kinect Analysis
was unable to recognize it. In one case, the “click” speech command was not detected due
to background noise and quiet speech. In the other three cases, participants did not perform
the multimodal interaction properly, i.e. the “click” speech command and holding the right
hand above the shoulder center were performed sequentially rather than simultaneously. Kinect Analysis was configured to only recognize multimodal interactions if both gesture and
speech occurred within a range of ±2 seconds.
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Figure 5.4: Detection of a multimodal interaction using KinectScript. The red mark on the
timeline is an output from the script skeleton1 says click and rightHand above
shoulderCenter.
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Figure 5.5: Timeline-based log file visualization: speech interactions are marked red and
gesture interactions are marked blue

5.1.3

Log File Visualization

Another feature that we evaluated based on the Kinect Browser data is the log file visualization. Kinect Browser logged successfully recognized interactions during the three tasks. The
goal of this part of the evaluation was to examine how useful log file-based annotations are
for the analysis process.
The output of the log file visualization tool, i.e. the timeline visualization of the parsed log file,
gives a quick overview of the tracked interactions. In particular, with the chosen configuration
we get a visual impression of the gesture/speech ratio which is interesting in the context of
Kinect Browser. Figure 5.5 depicts a screenshot of the output produced by the log file tool.
The blue markers indicate gesture events whereas the red markers denote speech events. The
log file was produced during task 3 of the Kinect Browser study.
At the end of task 3, participants could either use speech or gestures to complete the last
sub-task that asked participants to zoom into a web page. Using the log file visualization, the
speech interactions at the end of task 3 become visible instantly. Only based on the log file
visualizations of different recordings, we can deduce that most participants used speech at
the end of task 3.
Without the log file visualization tool, we would need to watch the entire recording and
manually annotate it based on our observations. Alternatively, a script-based approach could
be used. A combination of gesture and audio scripts could generate a similar visualization
as the log file tool. However, this would require multiple playbacks of the recording and
therefore it would be more time-consuming compared to using the log file visualization tool.
In conclusion, the log file visualization of Kinect Analysis is useful to quickly visualize log
files and get an overview of tracked interactions. Currently, Kinect Analysis only supports
parsing log files that adhere to the log file format defined by Kinect Browser. Other log file
formats could be supported by implementing additional log file parsers.
Furthermore, the existing log file visualizer can be adapted to extract different kinds of events.
In the above example, the visualization tool was configured to extract and visualize only
gesture and speech events. Modifications in the source code are required to change the kind
of events that are extracted from the parsed log files and how they are visualized.

5.2

Comparison Video Analysis and Kinect Analysis

In this section, we compare video analysis and Kinect Analysis. The goal of this part of
the evaluation was not to prove that one method is better than the other, but to compare the
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P8
P11
P16
P22
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Length
Kinect Recording
0:10:23
0:04:04
0:09:57
0:03:56

Length
Video Recording
0:09:31
0:05:18
0:11:21
0:05:34

Tracking ratio
0.88
0.95
0.68
0.74

Table 5.1: Recordings selected for analysis
processes and the potential quality of results. We only considered data from task 3 of the
Kinect Browser study since only in this task all participants performed the same six sub-tasks
in a specified order and both Kinect data and video were recorded.
In the following, we first explain the evaluation method and then we present the obtained
results.

5.2.1

Method

We selected recordings of four participants (one video recording and one Kinect recording
per participant). Criteria for selecting the four recordings were length of Kinect recording
and Kinect tracking quality (i.e. #tracked joints/# all joints). To test the impact of quality and
length of recordings on analyses, we selected two short and two long recordings with good
and bad tracking quality each. Figure 5.1 lists the recordings that were selected for analysis.
It can be seen that the length of Kinect recordings varies between 3 and 11 minutes and the
tracking ratio between 0.68 and 0.94.
As mentioned earlier, an early prototype of Kinect Analysis was used for recording user interactions during the Kinect Browser study. For this part of the evaluation, we identified the
post-processing steps of the Kinect Browser study that were executed manually after data
acquisition. Based on the key aspects of Kinect Browser, we came up with three suitable
analysis tasks which investigate multimodal synonyms using either gesture or speech to invoke the same action. Thus, the selected recordings were analyzed using the following three
analysis tasks:
1. Find all occurrences of flick right gesture (referred to as gesture analysis task)
2. Find all occurrences of back speech event (referred to as speech analysis task)
3. Determine gesture/speech ratio of backward and forward interactions (referred to as
gesture/speech analysis task)
The flick right gesture is characterized by a fast movement of either hand from the left to the
right of the body. In Kinect Browser, flick right is one possible way to perform a backward
interaction. The alternative is to use a speech command such as “back”. Forward commands
can either be triggered by a flick left gesture, which is the pendant to flick right but executed
from right to the left, or using speech such as “forward” or “next tab”. Forward and backward
commands can either be used for navigating in the browser history or switching tabs.
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Using the above mentioned three analysis tasks, the evaluation was conducted in three steps:
1. We conducted video analysis of all selected methods.
2. Kinect Analysis was used to perform the same tasks as with video analysis.
3. Finally, we aggregated the obtained results and compared video analysis and Kinect
Analysis using time and number of detected occurrences as metrics.
The video analysis was conducted manually using VLC media player1 and the spreadsheet
application Microsoft Excel2 . This is considered to be the general way of doing video analysis
without using dedicated tools [4]. For step 1 we only noted flick right gestures, for step 2
only back speech events and for step 3 all forward and backward interactions (both gesture
and speech). Each event of interest was annotated with a timestamp corresponding to its
occurrence in the video recording. If required, the video was paused during the analysis
(e.g. when many events occurred consecutively). We also kept track of the total time spent
for analyzing each video recording.
After having completed the video analysis, the recorded interactions were analyzed using the
scripting functionality of Kinect Analysis (KinectScript). The list below provides an overview
of the used scripts:
• Gesture Analysis Task: skeleton1 gesture flickright
• Speech Analysis Task: skeleton1 says back
• Gesture/Speech Analysis Task:
skeleton1 says back,forward,next tab,previous tab
skeleton1 gesture flickright or skeleton1 gesture flickleft

For the gesture analysis task, the simple gesture script skeleton1 gesture flickright
was used to detect flick right gestures. Kinect Analysis was extended for this evaluation to
use the same algorithm for detecting flick right gestures as Kinect Browser.
The script skeleton1 says back was used for the speech analysis task to detect when
participants said “back” to interact with Kinect Browser. Lastly, for the gesture/speech
analysis task, we used two different scripts. In order to find all speech interactions
for navigating forward or backward in Kinect Browser, we used the script skeleton1
says back,forward,next tab,previous tab. In addition, we used a second script,
namely skeleton1 gesture flickright or skeleton1 gesture flickleft to
detect all forward and backward gesture interactions.
The scripts were run in Kinect Analysis and as output the number of detected occurrences was
written down. For speech events, also the confidence level provided by the speech recognition
engine was retained. Again, we kept track of the total time used for analyzing each Kinect
recording.
1
2

http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/
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Video Analysis

Video Analysis
Participant
ID
Gesture Task
Speech Task
Gesture/Speech Task
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Figure 5.6: Results of Video Analysis

Kinect Analysis

Kinect Analysis
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Figure 5.7:
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The following three tables show the obtained results for video analysis (Figure 5.6), Kinect
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analysis (Figure P11
5.7) and the +0:00:10
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methods. +5
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Similarly with the number of occurrences, a positive number in Figure 5.8 means that Kinect
Analysis detected more events compared to video analysis whereas a negative number means
Kinect analysis did not detect all events that were written down during video analysis.
The achieved results can be explained as follows. The speech analysis task took considerably
less time with Kinect Analysis since the output of the speech recognition engine is displayed
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Differences Kinect Analysis and Video Analysis
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Figure 5.8: Kinect Analysis compared to video analysis
on the timeline after executing the corresponding script (almost immediately, depending on
length of recording). In contrast, with video analysis the entire video recording needs to be
watched in real time to reliably detect all relevant speech events.
The discrepancies between video and Kinect Analysis regarding speech detection are mainly
because the speech recognition used in Kinect Analysis is not very reliable. This is due to
several factors. Some false positives were detected due to talking and background noise. The
speech recognition engine was configured for the English language and talking sometimes
occurred in languages other than English which increased the false matches. Furthermore,
sometimes speech commands were not correctly recognized because the pronunciation was
not clear or participants were speaking too quietly.
Overall, the interaction analysis with Kinect Analysis took less time than with video analysis.
This is because the speech analysis task could be completed faster in Kinect Analysis with
the help of audio scripts.
Kinect Analysis was not able to recognize all flick gestures that were detected during video
analysis. This could be for the following reasons. Often several repetitions occurred as
gestures were not performed properly and Kinect Browser could not detect them after the first
attempt. Accidental triggering of flick gestures (e.g. flickleft recognized immediately after
completion of flickright with left hand) sometimes also constituted to the falsely recognized
gestures.
In general, judging on the basis of the obtained results and the selected data, we observe a
good agreement of Kinect analysis with video analysis. Our evaluation showed that, especially for long recordings, video analysis takes more time than the semi-automated approach
taken by Kinect Analysis. Moreover, the Kinect tracking quality has an influence on the quality of results obtained with Kinect Analysis. Figure 5.8 shows that for P16 and P22, which
are the recordings with bad tracking quality, the number of detected gestures with Kinect
analysis and video analysis differs more than with the other two recordings.
However, the conducted evaluation suffers from some shortcomings. First, the conducted
comparison has been performed on a macro-level, i.e. both video analysis and Kinect Analysis
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give a general overview of the recorded gestures and speech. However, a more in-depth
analysis on a micro-level has not been included in the evaluation.
According to Heath et al. [11], the video analysis process usually includes a macro- and a
micro-level analysis. Macro-level analysis consists of a preliminary review to classify and
catalogue the data corpus. This corresponds to tagging and annotating recordings in Kinect
Analysis. The micro-level analysis is a substantive review of the data involving detailed
transcription of speech and video data.
Currently, micro-level analysis is difficult with Kinect Analysis and only feasible using video
analysis. This is mainly because of Kinect tracking limitations, i.e. no tracking of fingers,
gaze etc. However, these issues will probably be resolved with the new Kinect sensor3 .
Furthermore, the evaluation could be expanded in the future using Krippendorff’s alpha4 and
Cohen’s kappa5 . Both are statistical measures of inter-rater agreement. They could be used
as metrics to determine agreement between automated annotation using Kinect Analysis and
manual annotation using video analysis. Moreover, we would then also use multiple coders
to manually annotate video sequences whereas now we relied on only one coder.

5.3

Conceptual Evaluation

This conceptual evaluation builds upon example studies mentioned in Chapter 2. The goal
is to evaluate the analysis process of Kinect Analysis using some concrete example studies
and to compare the analysis and visualization tools of our prototype to the features of similar
systems.
This section is structured as follows. First, we evaluate the analysis process associated with
Kinect Analysis based on two example studies. Second, we compare Kinect Analysis to other
projects with regard to selected features.

5.3.1

Analysis Process

As already mentioned in Chapter 2, Seyed et al. [21] focused in their work on eliciting usable
gestures for multi-display environments. It is an example of an elicitation study which is a
possible application area for Kinect Analysis as identified in Chapter 1.
The elicitation study was conducted in a Wizard of Oz setup were participants were asked to
suggest gestures for moving data between different devices. The goal was to elicit gestures
directly from potential users of multi-display environments. Gestures could be produced by
rotating or manipulating devices, performing actions on the screen or using hands, arms or
the entire body. The study authors used video recording to capture each performed gesture
and also took notes during the study. The participants were told they could produce gestures
by rotating or manipulating devices, performing actions on the screen of devices or by performing gestures using their hands, arms or their whole body. During the study, 17 users
generated a total of 816 gestures for 16 commands.
3

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/kinectforwindows/archive/2013/05/23/
the-new-generation-kinect-for-windows-sensor-is-coming-next-year.aspx
4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krippendorff’s_alpha
5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohen’s_kappa
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The authors noted that specific locations on the floor were marked and participants were
asked to move to these locations for certain commands to consider distances consistently
between studies. Kinect Analysis would not need to enforce such a strict protocol as distances
could be taken into account during analysis independent of whether it was a factor during
recording. Distance scripts enable measuring of distances and therefore could be used to
establish whether participants were performing gestures in near or far space.
However, the elicitation study of Seyed et al. [21] involved also gestures performed by finger
movements or device manipulation. These sort of gestures are difficult to detect with Kinect
Analysis if only skeletal data and audio data are recorded as it is currently not possible to
track fingers or devices with Kinect. In an ideal setup all streams including video data should
be recorded. This would enable a more automated approach with KinectScript to analyze
gestures with regard to hand, arm movements and distances. In addition, through the video
data it would still be possible to manually examine more fine-grained gestures involving
fingers and/or objects and devices. Based on this example study, we therefore conclude,
that Kinect Analysis has the potential to simplify the performed evaluation steps but video
recording is absolutely necessary.
Hinrichs and Carpendale [12] studied in their work multi-touch gesture sequences on interactive tabletops. The goal of the conducted field study was to examine how visitors interact
with a large interactive table exhibit using multi-touch gestures. It is an example of a usability
study involving multiple users.
As already outlined in Chapter 2, the authors relied on video analysis to identify gestures
and analyze user behavior. A two-pass video analysis strategy was applied to select one hour
of video data that was examined in detail and used for coding of different types of multitouch gestures and activities. In total, 943 gestures were analyzed regardless of whether they
successfully triggered the intended action or not.
One possible advantage of using Kinect Analysis is that the auto-recording mode could be
used. With the auto-recording mode, recordings would only be created if people are close to
the table which would be useful to streamline the process as only data of actual user interactions would be recorded. This is based on the assumption that the visitor density varies and
the interactive table is not used constantly.
Again, we acknowledge that recording only skeletal and audio data would overall not be sufficient for this kind of study. Many performed gestures consisted of subtle finger movements
that can only be properly identified by using video recording or more fine-grained tracking
that is not yet available in Kinect Analysis.
Multi-touch input data from the interactive table could be incorporated as an additional stream
and synchronized with the skeletal and video data to provide an integrated view on all recorded interactions. This would be a possible extension of Kinect Analysis.

5.3.2

Feature Comparison

For this part of the conceptual evaluation, we assessed what kind of visualization and analysis features are available in Kinect Analysis compared to three other systems. The systems
selected for comparison are related to our project and were briefly described in Chapter 2.
ChronoViz [7] is a system for supporting navigation of time-coded data. VACA [4] is a tool
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Timeline
Timeline-based data navigation
Timeline-based annotations
Recording
Recording of input streams
Support for multiple recordings
Sorting and tagging of recordings
Live input view
Data Source
Support for multiple diverse data sources
Integration of external data (e.g. logging events)
Annotation
Automatic annotation through scripts
Overlaying of annotations
Other
Extensible data visualization
Analysis output/results can be stored
Support for collaborative analysis
IDE integration
Interactive use of paper-based notes
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of visualization and analysis features
for qualitative video analysis. DejaVu [14] is an IDE enhancement to support the development of interactive camera-based programs.
Figure 5.9 compares visualization and analysis features of ChronoViz, DejaVu, VACA and
Kinect Analysis. The features of ChronoViz, DejaVu and VACA were extracted from the
corresponding publications and grouped into categories as shown in Figure 5.9. All four
systems provide features to visualize and/or analyze different streams of data. Timeline-based
data navigation is common to all considered systems.
It can be seen in Figure 5.9 that ChronoViz does not contain a component for recording,
but primarily focuses on features for already recorded data streams. Similarly, VACA relies
on previously recorded video data. On the other hand, DejaVu automatically records data
during program execution. Kinect Analysis provides both, tools for recording but also tools
for analysis after recording.
While VACA is a system that focuses solely on video data, ChronoViz supports a variety
of different input streams (e.g. video data, audio data, individual video frames, sensor data
etc.). DejaVu partially support multiple data sources. In the example configuration, Kinect
is used as the only input device but naturally Kinect delivers several data streams (color,
skeleton etc.). Kinect Analysis currently also only supports Kinect as an input data source.
Although, through the log file visualization, additional data sources can be incorporated. We
also have ongoing projects to incorporate new event streams for tracking mobile devices and
users based on mobile phone sensors such as accelerometer, as well as multiple similar or
other devices (Leap motion, Kinect etc.). Since Kinect Analysis and DejaVu only partially
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support multiple input sources, the corresponding fields (i.e. support for multiple diverse data
sources) in Figure 5.9 are marked with parentheses.
Some features also clearly differentiate Kinect Analysis from the other systems. Our prototype features sorting and tagging of entire recordings. In addition, analysis results can
be stored and retrieved later. While this is considered an important feature among video
coders [11], such a functionality is not mentioned in any of the other systems.
Unique to ChronoViz is the interactive integration of paper-based annotations and notes.
Moreover, ChronoViz is the only system facilitating collaborative analysis of data streams.
Unlike the others, DejaVu is not a stand-alone system but an IDE enhancement. Together
with Kinect Analysis, DejaVu is the only project offering a live view of data while recording.
In summary, Kinect Analysis offers a set of tools for visualization and analysis that is comparable with the functional range of other systems.
Kinect Analysis is potentially more general or versatile than, for example, VACA which
solely focuses on speeding up video analysis by providing annotation tools. Kinect Analysis
is more similar to DejaVu, offering recording, visualization and analysis in one system.

6

Kinect Analysis Guidelines
In the following, we provide guidelines for conducting user studies based on Kinect Analysis.
The suggested best practices are based on our experiences with the Kinect Browser study [13].
1. Study Design
Decide what exactly you want to record; only a particular user interaction or all the
movements and speech of a user over a certain time period. A recording ideally contains one study task or one specific interaction.
(a) In general, it is better to create several shorter recordings rather than one large
recording. Post-study analysis is easier if recordings are shorter. We recommend
a maximum length of 30 minutes per recording.
(b) Decide whether you want to use Kinect’s seated or default mode. Seated mode
should only be used to record interactions that are restricted to the upper body and
where lower-body movements are irrelevant. The tracking mode can be adjusted
on the Kinect Analysis settings page.
2. Study Setup
(a) Decide where to position the Kinect: Consider the limited view of the Kinect.
Participants should neither be too close nor too far away from the Kinect sensor.
Ideally, all study participants should be at least 0.8, but not more than 4.0 meters
away from the Kinect (assuming near mode is disabled)1 .
(b) The Kinect tilt angle and the skeleton selection strategy can be adjusted on the
settings page if necessary. We recommend to use the default skeleton selection
strategy unless the following two situations occur:
1

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/kinectforwindows/archive/2012/01/20/
near-mode-what-it-is-and-isn-t.aspx
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i. You expect that more than two skeletons are visible to the Kinect sensor
during the user study. In this case, depending on the setup of your user study,
choose a selection strategy based on distance, activity level or tracking ID.
For example, if the Kinect is placed in a public setting where you expect
people to walk past while you want to record the interactions of the people
closest to the Kinect, you should use the setting Closest 2 Skeletons.
ii. You want to track only one skeleton but there exists a possibility that Kinect might track more than one skeleton during the user study. This could
either be due to people passing by or due to other background noise. In this
case, use one selection strategy that only selects one skeleton for tracking
(e.g. Most Active 1 Skeleton).
(c) When deciding on the study setup, also consider the position of the Kinect Analysis computer. The Kinect sensor needs to be directly connected to it. Thus, the
computer needs to be located somewhere close to the Kinect.
(d) Eliminate possible interferences that affect the Kinect tracking and might not
be obvious at the first moment. Interferences might be caused by various light
sources (especially sun light), reflective surfaces, people unintentionally walking
into the view of the Kinect or IR sources including other Kinect sensors.
(e) Consider that your study participants might be diverse and the Kinect tracking
might not work equally well for short or tall people. If possible, test the Kinect
tracking with different people. Pay attention to tracking statistics. The average
tracking ratio should be at least 80%.
(f) Once you have decided on a setup, thoroughly test it before conducting the study.
Make at least one test recording and review it. In particular, check whether the
Kinect tracking is working properly and whether speech is audible in the recording.
(g) Write down your configuration including Kinect position, tilt angle, skeleton selection strategy etc. This is, not only helpful for continuing or replicating the
study later on, but also helps to restore your setup if something unexpected happens (e.g. Kinect breaks and you have to replace it).
3. Recording Mode and Labeling
The next step consists of choosing the appropriate recording mode (default or autorecording) and agreeing on labeling conventions for your recordings. We recommend
using auto-recording mode when you intend to run Kinect Analysis without supervision
e.g. in a public setting where you want to investigate how passersby interact with an
interactive gesture-controlled display.
Before actually recording user interactions, you should define labeling and tagging conventions for your recordings. It will make it easier to sort and organize your recordings
if they are properly named according to a predefined scheme. For example, you could
take the participant ID as title and add the task number as tag (e.g. P3, Task 2).
4. User Study
Conduct the user study and record all relevant user interactions. Do not forget to immediately set a title and add tags after a recording is finished. Otherwise, you might
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lose track of your recordings. It is also recommended to take notes during recording.
Taking notes of unexpected behavior or surprising interactions during recording might
help for analysis later on. It is easier to formulate Kinect scripts for analysis if you
have a basic idea of what you are looking for in your recordings.
5. Analysis Design
Once you are finished with recording user interactions, decide how you want to analyze the recordings. Kinect Analysis offers several analysis methods (script, heatmaps,
traces etc.). Reflect which ones might be the most suitable for your purposes. Also keep
in mind that Kinect Analysis could be extended to incorporate new analysis methods
that might better suit your needs.
• Usually, traces are recommended for investigations where either single gesture
sequences or entire interaction areas are of interest. Specifically, spine traces
could be used to visualize position movements of skeletons in a setting where
study participants move around to complete tasks.
• Heatmaps are most suitable for analyses examining the movements of a single
joint over time. For example, heatmaps could be created to visualize and compare
left hand movements of several study participants.
• Scripts constitute the most powerful and versatile analysis technique of Kinect
Analysis. KinectScript is applicable when gesture detection, speech recognition
or distance measurement is required. Decide which script types you want to use
and formulate the corresponding scripts.
(a) Create analyses containing the recordings you want to investigate (using the New
Analysis button). It is recommended to create separate analyses for each interaction you want to examine as it becomes easier to access and organize analysis
results. You should also name and tag your analyses accordingly e.g. P14 left
hand for an analysis investigating the movements of the left hand of participant
P14.
(b) Create analysis configurations for traces, heatmaps and scripts.
6. Analysis
Finally, perform the analysis using the created analysis configurations. This involves
selecting recordings from the analysis view and applying your predefined analysis configurations to them. Keep in mind that traces, heatmaps and script outputs are automatically saved in the corresponding analysis view and can be viewed and overlaid later on
for detailed inspection. Make use of the manual timeline annotation feature to restrict
playback and analysis to one or multiple subsequences of a recording.
As Kinect analysis does not yet offer export functionality, you may want to decide
how you process or aggregate the results (script outputs, heatmaps, traces). For script
outputs, the number of occurrences, i.e. number of timeline marks, could be used as a
metric to further process results. Screenshots of heatmaps and traces could be produced
to include the results in an evaluation report or similar.
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7

Conclusion
In this thesis, we presented Kinect Analysis — a prototype to support the design and evaluation of user interactions through providing tools and techniques for recording and analyzing
user interactions with Kinect.
Our goal was, not only to develop suitable data tracking and exploration techniques, but also
to implement and evaluate a working prototype. The proposed system implements a few
exemplary techniques for visualization and analysis. Examples are, amongst others, manual
and automated timeline-based annotations, selective-joints, traces and heatmaps. Analysis
techniques also include KinectScript — a scripting language to create timeline annotations
based on boolean conditions that can involve joint positions, distances, gestures and speech.
Based on these techniques, our system provides tool support for designing and conducting
user experiments involving Kinect or similar devices. Kinect Analysis has been developed as
an extensible prototype that could incorporate additional tracking and exploration techniques
and that could also be enhanced to support multiple devices. Kinect Analysis is a first step
towards a research platform to implement and evaluate novel techniques for visualization and
analysis of user interactions based on Kinect or similar devices.
Using a three-step evaluation, we showed that Kinect Analysis has the potential to simplify
the evaluation of user studies involving gesture-based and/or speech-based interactions.
Finally, here we discuss the limitations of our prototype and point out interesting future work
and possible extensions.

7.1

Limitations

The current prototype of Kinect Analysis has some limitations that we point out in this section.
• The analysis concept of Kinect Analysis predominantly relies on existing recordings
that can be analyzed during playback. While background processing of analysis tasks
is generally possible, it is not implemented yet in our current prototype.
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• The analysis process enabled by Kinect Analysis is so far not fully automated. Desirable would be a setup where a sequence of scripts could be executed consecutively
without user intervention, i.e. some sort of batch processing.
• Kinect Analysis currently does not detect the beginning and end of a gesture, although
this seems an important requirement in qualitative video analysis. This would require
more advanced gesture recognition which is possible and could be implemented on
either client or server side.
Future user evaluations may assess the design and reveal further need for improvements.

7.2

Future Work

Since Kinect Analysis is currently only implemented in terms of a proof of concept, there are
several aspects that require improvement, further investigation or could not be covered in this
thesis.
• The implemented prototype could be improved by recording the KinectInteraction
stream to detect interactions such as grip and grip release. This would especially be
helpful for studies such as the Kinect Browser study where grip and grip release are
important gestures.
• The gesture detection capabilities of Kinect Analysis could be extended by implementing a “find similar” functionality that would allow to find gestures that are similar to
a specific gesture. Gesture design by demonstration could also be incorporated, i.e. a
user could define a gesture by demonstrating it. It would then be possible to formulate
scripts that involve the defined gesture.
• As already mentioned, the evaluation should be extended to include metrics for interagreement like Krippendorff’s alpha or Cohen’s Kappa. In addition, a usability study,
that further investigates the potential of Kinect Analysis and involves experienced user
study supervisors who are familiar with annotating video sequences, should be conducted.
• Currently, Kinect Analysis only supports one Kinect sensor. For distributed and/or
remote settings, it might be desirable to have more than one Kinect to record user
interactions.
• With the upcoming release of the new Kinect, the existing prototype could be extended
to leverage the capabilities of the new Kinect sensor (e.g. better tracking, detection of
emotions etc.).
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